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1 
The invention disclosed in 

relates to improvements in bottle openers. 
Prior hereto" similar: articlesv ‘have been de 

visedefor the purposes of removing closures from 
and/or attaching closures to bottles and'other 
similar containers.__ Myinvention comprises mr- ‘ 
provements upon such prior art devices. 'I have 
found that when a bottle-opener is formed as an 
‘annulus of ahollow. frusto-conical shape and is 
formed with ribson, or grooves in. the inner sur 
'face,thereof,.corks and similar closures may be 
readily removed from bottles and (provided that 
the ribs‘and/or grooves are properly positioned 
and directed), the cellophane or other plastic 
material which" is‘ customarily used to fasten the 
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closure 'in the bottles“. may be readily‘ sheared‘ ' 
ftherefrom and the’icontainer readily opened. 
While it'is possible to remove such closure when 

i‘ the ribs and/or grooves'extend in a' direction 
parallel with the axis of the frusto-conical annu 
lus, yet for more perfect action (as will be later 
explained), it is desirable that the ribs and/or 
grooves should slant not only with the taper of 
the device, but also around the inside of an 
nulus, as for example, from left to right. 
One object of my invention is the provision 

of a bottle opener of relatively simple construc 
tion which is economical to manufacture and 
efficient and positive in action. 
A further object of my invention is the pro 

vision 'of a bottle opener so arranged that it 
would readily grip and remove closures of bottles 
and will shear the cellophane or other plastic 
material by which such closures are usually fas 
tened. 
Further objects and features of the invention 

will be apparent from the subjoined speci?ca 
tion and claims, when considered in connection 
with the accompanying drawings which illus 
trate two embodiments of my invention. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a view in perspective of a bottle opener 

constructed according to my invention; 
Fig. 2 is a bottom plan view of the bottle opener 

shown in Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a top plan view of the bottle opener 

shown in Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is an expanded view of the inside of the 

bottle opener shown in Fig. 1; 
Fig. 5 is an expanded view of the interior of 

an alternative form of the bottle opener; and 
Fig. 6 is an expanded view of the interior of 

another alternative form of bottle opener. 
Referring to the drawings it may be seen that 

I have shown a bottle opener designated as H. 
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*This bottle opener II is in the form of. a frust‘oé 
conicalring formed with a knurled outer‘ sur 
face as at l2 and with grooves in its innersu'r 
face such as the grooves [3. The diameter of the 
ring II at the top it is less than the diameter 
'of the bottom l5 and both the inner surface and 
the outer surface of the device H are tapered 
asis shown in the drawings. The grooves l3 not 
only slant with the taper, but also as is shown 
more clearly in Fig. 4, slant from left toright 
around the circumference of the inner surface 
of thedevice for purposes which will later be ex 
plained Both the upper end (top) and‘the 
lower end (bottom) of the device H are entirely 
open so that the closure member when taken 
from the bottle or other container, may be easily 
{removed from the opener. 

‘ In Fig. 5 I have illustrated the interior on an 
expanded showing of a’ modi?cation of the open 
er shown in Figs. 1 to 4','in which it ‘will be noticed 
that the grooves 23 of the ring 2! do not slant 
from left to right from the top 213 to the bottom 
25. The grooves l3 and 23 are not exactly par 
allel, although the departure thereof from a par 
allel arrangement is so slight that it is scarcely 
discernible in the drawings. The reason for the 
lack of parallelism is the taper of the rings l3 
and 23 whereby the spacing of the grooves at the 
bottom of the rings is wider than the spacing 
at the top. 
In Fig. 6 I have illustrated the interior on an 

expanded showing of another modi?cation. The 
grooves 33 of the ring 3| slant from the right at 
the top 34 to the left at the bottom 35. Of 
course the direction of the slant is determined 
by the direction in which the opener is to be 
turned in removing the closure from the con 
tainer. 
In the manufacture of my improved bottle 

opener I cut rings from tubular stock which as 
cut are true annuli and are not tapered from 
top to bottom. I then expand the lower part of 
this ring by forcing a tapered countersunk die 
into it under high pressure thus increasing the 
diameter of the ring at the bottom and to a lesser 
degree as the die approaches the top of the ring 
on the inside. The diameter is also increased 
although possibly to a lesser extent on the outside 
of the ring. The grooves are then formed on the 
inner surface by means of a drill having corre 
sponding ridges, the drill being forced through 
the inner surface of the ring with a slight 
turning movement. The ring is then case-hard 
ened and ?nally polished to remove oxidation,, 
e c. 
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In the use of my improved bottle opener, the 
ring is placed on the top of the bottle and pushed 
down and at the same time turned in a direc- 
tion to unscrew a cap which might be used as the 
closure part of the bottle. Depending on the di 
rection to be used in unscrewing the top, an 
opener of the form of Figs. 1 to 4 or of the form 
of Fig. 6 may be used. Because-thegrooves slant, 
this turningof theibottle openertcausessthebot 
tle opener to grip the closure more tightly and 
thus turns the cork, cap, or other closure for the: 
bottle, shearing the cellophane or other protective 
plastic and removing the closure? and'Ypl'ast'ic 
cleanly therefrom. The slant of the groovesmay 
be considered as a screw of very- slightlpitchfand. 
thus it is clear that the turning action of the 
opener causes a tightening of1‘the'~ open‘er‘uponv 
the closure because the screw forces the ring, 
downward thus creating a wedging action there' 
of due to the taper and a ?rm gripping of the 
cork,1'cap" or‘ other" closure. Thus-1 the‘ closure‘ is 
re'adilvremoved at‘ the same- time: causingl'a 
shearing of the" plastic- fastener; If“ the ‘grooves 
do not'islant‘or slant only‘sli'ghtly; theopenerwill 
‘not operate as ef?ciently to‘ grip-‘the closure. 
However; if the" grooves‘ slant" appreciably 'more 
than'shown in the' drawing, caps orrother closures 
when taken‘ from thebottles are removed from 
the'iring with‘ moredi?iculty; I'prefer‘ actually 
less‘slant‘than" shown in" the drawing‘ in which 
the" slant’ is" exaggerated‘v for' clarity. 

‘Inith‘e‘ device illustrated- in Fig: S‘the- grooves 
do notslant and consequently there is not‘» the 
screw'action of the‘ device and the’ consequent 
'wedgin'g' and gripping‘ thereof than" can ' be ac— 
compli'shed‘ by " the" preferred form" shown'in Figs. 
1 to 4. However, fairly-satisfactory'results may 
be’ accomplished‘ thereby; 

'It'is' to. be ‘understoo'ditha’tf the‘ above described 
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embodiments of my invention are for the pur 
pose of illustration only and various changes 
may be made therein without departing from the 
spirit and scope of my invention. 

I claim: 
1. A bottle opener comprising an in?exible 

metallic ring formed with a taper and provided 
with a. plurality, of separated slanting, grooves 
on theinner surface thereof which=slant around 
the inner surface. 1 

2. An improvement in bottle openers compris 
ing an in?exible ring substantially annular in 
shape‘ but‘: tapering from the bottom to the top 
‘and; being formed on its inner surface with a 
plurality ~ of. separated tapering and slanting 
grooves which slant in a counter-clockwise direc 
tion;from':the'=‘wider end of the ring toward the 
smaller end thereof around the inner surface to 
formarr internal screw, the pitch of said screw 
being very large. _ 
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